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In the United States, employees have historically been highly dependent on employers for their retirement and health security. The reasons for this dependence are complicated, but it is driven in large measure by the tax code, which grants tax benefits to employer-provided health and retirement plans that are unavailable to individual purchasers. A primary feature of this employer-centric system is that an employee’s ability to adequately control health and retirement risks, and therefore achieve health and retirement security, depends in large part on the decisions made by his or her employer. Lucky individuals work for employers that sponsor well-designed and well-managed health and retirement plans, while unlucky individuals have employers that decline to sponsor any benefit plans, or sponsor plans that continue to subject employees to significant risk.

This article begins in Part I by briefly cataloging retirement risks, and then evaluates how effective employers are at controlling such risks. The article concludes that employers do not very effectively manage retirement risks. Retirement risks are well known, and an extensive behavioral economics literature has established that certain plan designs can help control these risks. Nevertheless, many employers harm their employees’ retirement security by failing to offer any plan at all. And among those employers that do offer plans, many ignore the significant amount of research on plan design and offer plans that either fail to minimize risk or in some cases exacerbate risk.

Generalizations similar to those made about employer-provided retirement plans are more difficult to make when it comes to employer health plans, but as Part II explains, after cataloging health-insurance related risks, there is reason to be concerned that employer plans do not adequately protect employees from such risks. Part III explores the reasons why employers often do not design plans that adequately protect their employees from
risk. The article concludes in Part IV by examining the role that law can play in reducing our system’s current reliance on employer decision-making to control health and retirement risks, focusing on the recent example of the Affordable Care Act in mitigating health risks. The Affordable Care Act does not eliminate the role of employers in achieving health security, but what it should accomplish is to eliminate the significant element of luck that is present in our current system, by providing a federally regulated backstop for those individuals who are either not offered any health coverage by their employer, or offered coverage that fails to satisfy their preferences.

I. RETIREMENT RISKS

Retirement security is often described as resting on a three-legged stool.1 In order for an individual to enjoy a secure retirement, she must depend on a combination of social security benefits, an employer-provided retirement plan, and personal savings.2 There are perhaps reasons to be concerned about each of these three legs, but this article focuses only on the second, employer-provided retirement benefits.

Employers provide retirement benefits for a number of reasons. A basic reason that employers sponsor plans is to recruit and retain employees in industries where workers value such benefits.3 And retirement plans can also be used to create desired incentives for employee tenure and retirement.4 In addition, because certain tax benefits are available only through employer-sponsored plans, and not to individuals saving on their own, tax motivations often come into play for both employers and employees.5

Before the 1980s, most employers who offered retirement plans offered traditional defined benefit pension plans.6 These plans promised to pay workers a fixed benefit amount for as long as they lived following their retirement.7 Today, the majority of workers who are offered employer retirement plans are offered a defined contribution plan, most commonly a

1. See e.g., ALICIA H. MUNNELL, 401(k) PLANS IN 2010: AN UPDATE FROM THE SCF 2 (CENTER FOR RETIREMENT RES., July 2012).
2. See id.
5. See I.R.C. §§ 401, 408 (West. 2006).
7. See I.R.C. § 401(a)(11).
401(k) plan,\textsuperscript{8} that does not guarantee a benefit amount and depends for its success on sound employee decision-making.\textsuperscript{9} The shift from defined benefit plans to defined contribution plans is often described as one that has shifted risk away from the employer and onto the employee.\textsuperscript{10} The section below will take a closer look at retirement savings risks to understand better how employer plans protect against or contribute to certain risks.

\textit{A. A Brief Taxonomy of Retirement Savings Risks}

Perhaps the primary risk related to retirement is simply the risk of inadequate savings. Individuals who are left to make savings decision on their own may, for a variety of reasons, save at a level that is insufficient to support them in retirement.\textsuperscript{11} While classic economic theory holds that rational individuals would not, in fact, under-save,\textsuperscript{12} behavioral economists have provided ample evidence that many cognitive biases interfere with savings decisions.\textsuperscript{13} For example, individuals often use a hyperbolic discounting rate in making long-term savings decisions: they give current

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{8} Craig Copeland, \textit{Retirement Plan Participation and Asset Allocation, 2010}, 34 \textit{EMP. BENEFIT RES. INST. NOTES} 9, 11 (Apr. 2013) (finding that among working heads of household who participated in an employer-sponsored retirement plan, 18.9% participated only in a defined benefit plan, 65% participated only in a defined contribution plan, and 16.1% participated in both).
\item \textsuperscript{9} See Amy B. Monahan, \textit{Addressing the Problem of Impatiens, Impulsives and Other Imperfect Actors in 401(k) Plans}, \textit{23 VA. TAX REV.} 471, 480-481 (2004).
\item \textsuperscript{11} See, e.g., Jack VanDerhei & Craig Copeland, Issue Brief, \textit{The EBRI Retirement Readiness Rating: Retirement Income Preparation and Future Prospects}, \textit{EMP. BENEFIT RES. INST. ISSUE BRIEF} 1 (July 2010) (estimating that 47.2% of early baby boomers are at risk of not having sufficient resources to pay for basic retirement expenditures and uninsured health costs). One large administrator of 401(k) plans recently reported that the average 401(k) plan balance for those ages 65-69 was $136,800. Jill Schlesinger, \textit{The Latest on America's 401(k)s}, \textit{CHICAGO TRIBUNE}, Feb. 27, 2013, available at \url{http://articles.chicagotribune.com/2013-02-27/business/sns-201302271600—tms—retirement-savings-fidelity-plans-fidelity-investments}.
\item \textsuperscript{12} See Monahan, \textit{supra} note 9, at 473.
consumption greater weight than future consumption. They also often procrastinate in both making and implementing savings decisions, and are unduly influenced by defaults and framing effects. According to standard economic theory, a participant’s decisions within a 401(k) plan should not be affected by the plan’s defaults. For example, changing the plan’s default from non-participation, absent an affirmative election, to automatic participation, unless the participant opts-out, should not change participation rates because individuals will make rational decisions about participation regardless of defaults. Several studies have shown, however, that defaults do matter. Automatically enrolling participants in 401(k) plans increases rates of participation. Similarly, automatically increasing participants’ contribution rates raises contribution rates compared to plans where participants must take affirmative action to increase their contribution rate. Participants are also affected by how choices are framed, despite the fact that economic theory would predict no difference. For example, participants tend to elect the “middle” investment option rather than making an independent evaluation of investment funds. There is also, of course, a more basic impediment, and that is that retirement savings decisions are very complex. They require an individual to determine when they are going to retire, the standard of living they would like to achieve in retirement, how long they are going to live after retirement, and how much money such a living standard of that length will require, among many other factors. To get these calculations correct, the individual must determine their anticipated rate of return on investments and adjust for rates of inflation. Such complex decision-making often is difficult even for expert decision makers.

Even if an individual chooses an optimal savings rate, incorporates reasonable assumptions about investment returns and inflation, and implements that decision in a timely manner, retirement savings are also subject to investment risk. That is, an individual may fail to achieve financial security in retirement if her investment returns do not equal or exceed the return assumptions she made in calculating her retirement savings needs.

15. See Knoll, supra note 13, at 1.
16. See, e.g., Choi et al., supra note 13; Madrian & Shea, supra note 13.
18. See id.
Because retirement savings are achieved over several decades, there is also the risk of financial shock. This risk actually has two, interrelated parts. The first is the risk that an individual will experience a financial shock pre-retirement and be unable to access a source of her wealth because it is in a retirement savings vehicle that is unavailable prior to retirement. Nevertheless, if an individual can access such amounts pre-retirement, there is an additional risk that the individual’s retirement savings will be depleted pre-retirement by using such savings to absorb a pre-retirement financial shock.

Finally, even if an individual has made sound retirement savings decisions, met investment expectations, and not depleted her savings pre-retirement, there is the risk that the individual will outlive her retirement savings. This risk is commonly referred to as longevity risk.21

B. How Effective Are Employers at Controlling Retirement Risks?

Given the various risks inherent in saving for retirement through a 401(k) plan,22 this part will analyze both how retirement risks can be controlled through plan design, and whether employers utilize such risk mitigation techniques. The very first risk, inadequate savings, is perhaps most directly impacted by an employer’s decision to offer any type of retirement savings vehicle. If an employer fails to offer a plan, the employee’s only tax-favored savings option is to establish an individual retirement account (IRA).23 Forcing an individual to establish an IRA on their own increases the risk of inadequate savings for an employee because he or she will have to research a large number of providers, select from limitless investment options, and overcome inertia and procrastination to actually establish an account and begin contributing. On top of that, IRAs have much lower

22. This part will focus on defined contribution plan design for two reasons. First, defined benefit plans to a large degree protect against many of these risks. Such plans require no affirmative action on the part of participants to enroll or choose a savings level; they protect pension wealth prior to retirement; and they provide a lifetime income stream as the normal form of benefit. While such plans do come with the risk of plan insolvency, federal insurance through the Pension Benefit Guarantee Corporation fully protects against this risk for most plan participants. Indeed, the greatest risk for defined benefit plan participants appears to be that the plan will shift too much consumption into retirement for an individual that has alternative sources of retirement wealth. The second reason that defined contribution plans are the focus is a very practical one; the majority of working Americans are offered only a defined contribution plan.
23. See I.R.C. §§ 408, 408(a) (West. 2006). While an individual could save an unlimited amount on an after-tax basis, pre-tax savings of an equal amount will typically result in greater net savings. While pre-tax savings are eventually taxed at the time of distribution, the individual will generally enjoy greater net savings because she has been able to earn compounding investment returns on the full pre-tax investment, and tax rates are likely to be lower post-retirement, when the individual presumably has less income.
annual contribution limits than 401(k) plans. In 2013, an individual could contribute $17,500 of her salary tax-free to a 401(k) plan,24 but could only contribute $5,500 of tax-free dollars to an IRA.25

When we examine just this risk to an employee’s retirement security, we see that there is significant room for improvement in employer behavior. Only 45% of firms in private industry offered employees any type of retirement plan in 2012, although the rate varies significantly by firm size and industry.26 While fewer than half of all firms in private industry offer plans, because plans are more likely to be offered by larger firms, 65% of all workers within private industry had access to a retirement plan through their employer.27 Nevertheless, the end result is that over one-third of all workers in private industry lack access to one of the three legs upon which retirement security rests.

Even when employers offer plans, not all workers elect to participate. Among those workers in private industry offered a defined contribution retirement plan, only 70% participate.28 Behavioral economists theorize that one reason that participation rates are relatively low is that 401(k) plans have traditionally require participants to take affirmative steps to enroll in the plan. Because inertia is powerful, and individuals tend to procrastinate, setting the default as non-participation is thought to harm enrollment. When this theory was tested, the results were clear that an employer electing to change the 401(k) plan default to participation (unless the participant opts out) dramatically increases rates of participation.29 This process of defaulting eligible employees into the plan is referred to as “automatic enrollment.” Despite the clear evidence of increases in participation, and regulatory incentives offered to plans that offer certain automatic enrollment arrangements, fewer than half of all employers that sponsor 401(k) plans automatically enroll participants.30

25. Id.
28. Id.
29. See, e.g., Thaler & Benartzi, supra note 17, at S173 (finding automatic enrollment increased participation rates by 17 percentage points at one company); John Beshears et al., The Importance of Default Options for Retirement Savings Outcomes: Evidence from the United States 4-6 (Nat’l Bureau of Econ. Research Working Paper No. 12009, 2007) (finding automatic enrollment increased participation rates by 25 to 35 percentage points at one company).
30. See MUNNELL, supra note 1, at 2. (finding that fewer than half of all 401(k) plans offered automatic enrollment in 2010).
As important as it is to get eligible employees to participate in their employer’s 401(k) plan, it is also critical that the employee participate at a level that will meet his or her retirement savings needs. A common rule of thumb is that an individual should, on average, save 15% of income over her working life in order to ensure adequate income in retirement.31 Among all participants in 401(k) plans, the average contribution rate is between 7.5 and 8% of income.32

But here, too, there are well known plan design features that an employer can adopt in order to encourage employees to increase the rate at which they save. One method is for an employer to provide a matching contribution in order to encourage employees to save at a specific level. For example, if an employer wanted to encourage employees to save 15% of their income, it could offer a 50% matching contribution on the first 10% of compensation the employee contributed. The employee would be irrational in most cases to contribute anything less than 10% to the plan, as he or she would make an instant 50% profit upon contribution.33 Most employers do offer matching contributions,34 but the most common formula is to match 50% of the first six percent of salary contributed.35 If a participant maximized her matching contribution under this formula, she would end up with total contributions to the plan of only 9% (the employee would contribute six percent of salary in order to maximize the matching contribution; the matching contribution would be equal to fifty percent of the employees’ contribution, or three percent of salary, for a total of nine percent). By tying the maximum matching contribution to an employee contri-
bution of six percent, the employer is likely sending a signal to employees that six percent is the ideal employee contribution rate, which may work against adequate savings. It is also important to keep in mind that, although matching contributions are powerful incentives to save a specific amount, in practice not all participants contribute enough to maximize the matching contribution.36

Another well-established method to increase savings rates is to implement automatic contribution rate increases at specified intervals.37 Most commonly, these automatic increases are implemented along with automatic enrollment, but the two do not need to be tied together. For example, a plan might provide that the initial default contribution rate is 3%, but that the rate will increase at 1% per year until the individual is saving 10% of her income. Because these are changes to defaults only, a participant is always free to lower his or her contribution rate, but needs to take affirmative action to do so. Nevertheless, the change to the default is so powerful that the federal government has provided various incentives to encourage employers to choose to incorporate automatic enrollment with increasing contribution rates into their 401(k) plans.38 While many employers have adopted such plan designs, more have elected not to do so. Among those plans that automatically enroll participants, the average default contribution rate is 3% of salary, and only 34% of plans automatically increase that default rate over time.39

Another significant risk faced by 401(k) plan participants is investment risk. Individuals appear to make frequent mistakes when investing long-term savings,40 and many do not understand even basic principles of investing.41 These investors may subject themselves to unnecessary risk while failing to maximize return.

A defined contribution plan can be designed to lessen the employee’s investment risk in various ways. Under the assumption that an employer may be a more sophisticated investor than its employees, an employer could invest plan assets on behalf of the participants in a defined contribution plan. Nothing prevents an employer from doing so. The likely reason

37. See Thaler & Benartzi, supra note 17, at S170.
38. See I.R.C. § 401(m)(12) (West. 2006).
39. Vanguard, supra note 34, at 20; Deloitte, supra note 34, at 10.
40. See, e.g., Agnew & Szykman, supra note 13, at 57.
41. It is important to note that sophisticated investors are, of course, much less susceptible to investment risk and can do very well at both controlling investment risk and maximizing return in their 401(k) plans.
we do not see many employers offer this option is the potential legal liability that would result from such a plan design. Employers would be subject to legal challenge if their investments appeared imprudent to participants. In addition, even unsophisticated employees may not feel comfortable allowing employers to make investment decisions when the employees bear any resulting losses.

Another method of dealing with investment risk in the defined contribution context is for the employer to choose investment defaults in a manner that takes into account the likely mistakes that individual investors may make. This would involve employers choosing an investment default that, according to accepted principles of investing, is appropriate for that employee's time to retirement. Another option, currently being utilized by at least one large company, is to offer employees guaranteed returns using annuity contracts as investments. Under any of these investment risk mitigation techniques, an employer could at the same time offer unrestricted investment options through a brokerage window once a certain minimum balance has been achieved, thereby accommodating even the most sophisticated investors. Again, only the defaults would change.

The evidence regarding how well employers help employees to manage investment risk is mixed at best. Among employer plans that utilize automatic enrollment, ninety-one percent default participants into an age-appropriate investment option. While the selection of an age-appropriate default investment option does not ensure protection against investment risk, it at the very least suggests that an employer is taking steps to help protect employees.

However, most plans do not utilize automatic enrollment. Participants in 401(k) plans generally must select their investments from a large menu of options. On average, 401(k) plans offer participants a choice of over

42. Such an investment option is so uncommon that the large 401(k) surveys do not track such arrangements. See Deloitte, supra note 34; Vanguard, supra note 34.


44. For an example of a plan that utilizes annuities in this manner, see Tara Seigel Bernard, A 401(k) The Promises Never to Run Dry, NY Times (Nov. 13, 2012), http://www.nytimes.com/2012/11/14/your-money/a-401-k-that-promises-income-for-life.html?_r=0.

45. Vanguard, supra note 34, at 20. Note that the fact that a large percentage of plans utilizes an age-appropriate investment default does not necessarily indicate that the age-appropriate investment option is in fact a good investment option. It may be that the default fund, while age appropriate, has high fees.
eighteen investment funds.46 Yet research demonstrates that participants struggle to choose effectively among such a large number of options. When faced with a large investment menu, participants increasingly use decision-making shortcuts, such as simply dividing their contributions equally among all available investment options,47 or by electing to invest in what is framed within the plan as the middle or moderate investment option.48

Yet another type of investment risk is present in many 401(k) plans, and that is investment options with high fees. High fees can easily diminish a fund’s investment returns over time. And yet there is significant evidence that many 401(k) plan participants end up in investment options with high retail-level fees, in many cases because those are the only funds the employer has chosen to offer within the plan.49 As a result, even where the employer might offer age-based portfolios as the default investment option in its 401(k) plan, and offer an additional broad menu of investment options, an employee may nevertheless be put at significant risk if nearly all of those investments have high fees.50 Overall, many employers appear to unnecessarily expose participants to investment risk through too much choice and high investment fees.

Plans also appear to be poorly designed to protect against at least one of the financial shock risks. Recall that one financial shock risk is the risk of being unable to access retirement wealth prior to retirement and therefore being unable to respond to pre-retirement financial emergencies, while the interrelated risk is the risk of depleting retirement savings prior to re-

46. Vanguard, supra note 34, at 46 (reporting that, on average, Vanguard administered plans offer 18 funds); See also 55th Annual Survey Highlights, PLAN SPONSOR COUNCIL OF AM. (2012), available at http://www.psca.org/55th-annual-survey-highlights.
50. For an overview of general fee levels within 401(k) plans, see Deloitte, supra note 34, at 15 (finding that 1% of 401(k) plans had an average weighted expense ratio of more than 1.25%, eleven percent of plans had an average weighted expense ratio of between .86% and 1.25%, thirty-six percent of plans were between .51 and .85%, thirty-one percent were at .5 or less, while a full 21% of survey respondents did not known their plan’s average weighted expense ratio). While it is difficult to compare 401(k) plan fees to those incurred by investors outside of 401(k) plans, see Deloitte, DEFINED CONTRIBUTION/401(k) FEE STUDY (2009), available at http://www.ici.org/pdf/rpt_09_dc_401k_fee_study.pdf; Emily Gallagher, Inv. Co. Inst., Trends in the Expenses and Fees of Mutual Funds, 2012, 19 ICI RES. PERSP. 1 (Apr. 2013), available at http://www.ici.org/pdf/peri19-03.pdf (providing information on mutual fund fees outside of the 401(k) plan context).
tirement. While categorizing the inability to access retirement wealth prior to retirement goes against financial planning orthodoxy, I see this risk as a real risk. For some individuals, it may be preferable to utilize retirement savings than to declare bankruptcy, lose a principal residence, or be unable to receive medical treatment. This is not to argue, however, that pre-retirement access to savings should be easy. Rather, it is an argument that there are legitimate reasons to allow pre-retirement access to savings under the right circumstances. Existing law permits, but does not require, plans to allow both hardship distributions and loans prior to retirement.\(^\text{51}\)

Plan loans are, in most circumstances, preferable to hardship withdrawals because a plan loan requires an individual to repay the loan, with interest that accrues to the participant’s benefit. A hardship distribution, on the other hand, permanently removes savings from a participant’s account, results in taxation of the distribution and, in most circumstances, an additional 10% tax penalty for the early withdrawal.\(^\text{52}\) The result is a very significant decrease in retirement wealth for individuals that receive hardship distributions. Loans are potentially problematic, too, if they can be used for any purpose as under current law. Where plans offer unrestricted loans, a participant can too easily view their plan account balance as an ordinary savings account, and use it to finance current consumption (such as a new car, or a desired vacation). An employer could try to mitigate the interrelated financial shock risks into account by allowing participants pre-retirement access to savings through loans, but only for specified purposes.\(^\text{53}\) The employer could then offer hardship withdrawals only where the participant has established that plan loan repayments would themselves be a financial hardship.

There is little evidence that employers design their plans in such a manner. The vast majority of participants in 401(k) plans have access to plan loans,\(^\text{54}\) which some studies suggest have the additional benefit of

\(^{51}\) I.R.C. § 72(p) (West 2012); Treas. Reg. §1.401(k)-1(d)(3)(i).

\(^{52}\) See I.R.C. §§ 72(p)(1) & (t) (West. 2012).

\(^{53}\) One easy method of limiting loan availability would be to make loans available only for expenses that the IRS deems to constitute “immediate and heavy” financial need for purposes of hardship withdrawals. Such expenses include: (1) certain medical expenses; (2) costs relating to the purchase of a principal residence; (3) tuition and related educational fees and expenses; (4) payments necessary to prevent eviction from, or foreclosure on, a principal residence; (5) burial or funeral expenses; and (6) certain expenses for the repair of damage to the employee's principal residence. Treas. Reg. §1.401(k)-1(d)(3)(i).

\(^{54}\) John Beshears et al., *The Availability and Utilization of 401(k) Loans* 1 (HKS Faculty Research Working Paper Series, Working Paper No. 11-023, 2011), available at http://dash.harvard.edu/bitstream/handle/1/5027953/RWP11-023_Madrian_alia.pdf (finding that 90% of participants in 401(k) plans had access to plan loans). See also VANGUARD, supra note 34, at 79 (finding that 76% of all Vanguard-administered plans offered loans).
increasing plan participation and savings rates.\textsuperscript{55} There is no evidence that employers limit the purposes for which plan loans can be requested. While relatively few participants have outstanding loans at any given time, almost half of all participants who are able to receive a plan loan will take one within a seven-year period.\textsuperscript{56} In general, participants with lower income are more likely to take a plan loan than those with higher income.\textsuperscript{57} Up to a third of loans are reported to be used to purchase or improve a principal residence, while purchasing a vehicle or other durable good accounts for 10 to 23\% of loans, and educational and medical expenses combined account for another 5 to 16\% of loans.\textsuperscript{58} Another survey, which asked more detailed questions about loan utilization, found that 39\% used plan loans to pay off or consolidate bills, while very few loans were used for pure consumption.\textsuperscript{59} Of those who terminate employment with a loan outstanding, 80\% default on the loan.\textsuperscript{60} This default results in the taxation of the outstanding loan amount, along with an additional 10\% tax penalty for most individuals.\textsuperscript{61} The good news is that while loans are widely available, and relatively heavily utilized, most are paid back. As a result, loans are likely the least-troubling form of pre-retirement access in terms of their effect on retirement security.\textsuperscript{62}

Hardship distributions are also widely available, with 82\% of employers allowing for plan distributions where financial hardship has been established.\textsuperscript{63} Perhaps because of the negative tax and retirement savings consequences, or perhaps because of the restrictions on the purposes for which such withdrawals can be granted, hardship withdrawals are utilized at a lower rate than plan loans, with only 2\% of all participants taking ad-

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{56} Beshears et al., supra note 54, at 12.
\item \textsuperscript{57} Vanguard, supra note 34, at 81.
\item \textsuperscript{58} Beshears et al., supra note 54, at 16.
\item \textsuperscript{59} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{61} I.R.C. §§ 72(p)(1) & (t) (West. 2012).
\item \textsuperscript{63} Vanguard, supra note 34, at 84.
\end{itemize}
vantage of the distributions during the year. Nevertheless, because they represent a permanent reduction in retirement wealth, they can have a very significant impact on retirement income. The U.S. Government Accountability Office reported that in 2006, $9 billion of 401(k) retirement wealth was lost through hardship withdrawals. They found that such withdrawals have the greatest impact on young and low-income workers. A low-earning thirty-five year-old worker who took a $5,000 hardship withdrawal is estimated to lose 12% of her retirement income as a result of taking the hardship withdrawal, whereas a higher-earning participant of the same age would lose less than 5% of her retirement wealth because of her higher overall contributions to the plan. Despite the clear long-term risks associated with hardship withdrawals, few employers inform participants requesting such distributions of these risks.

The final risk identified was longevity risk—the risk of outliving one’s retirement savings. Employers can easily address this risk by offering participants the option of receiving their account balance in the form of an annuity, if not making it the normal form of distribution. This is one area where employers clearly fail to minimize their employees’ risk. Defined contribution plans almost always offer a lump sum distribution as the normal form of benefit and the vast majority do not offer any type of annuitization through the plan. Instead, participants are left to either purchase an annuity themselves, or to self-annuitize.

By examining retirement savings risks in more detail, it seems clear that many risks can be at least partly addressed through plan design and without interfering with employee choice. The evidence is also clear that most employers fail to do so, and rather than safeguarding their employees against retirement risks, the employers’ choices contribute to such risks.

64. Vanguard, supra note 34, at 84.
66. Id. at 19.
67. Id. at 19-20.
68. Id. at 26-27.
II. HEALTH RISKS

Just as there are complex reasons why most working individuals save for retirement through an employer-sponsored arrangement, so too are there complex reasons why employers dominate health insurance coverage. First, the market for individually purchased health insurance has not functioned well in most states due to various forms of market failure. In states that allow health insurers to medically underwrite policies, sick or risky individuals often face premiums that are unaffordable, or they are simply denied coverage.71 And in states that require health insurers to price coverage based on community-level risk, low-risk individuals are less likely to buy insurance, thereby raising the overall risk level for the insured population, driving premiums to levels that fewer individuals can afford even at “average” prices.72 In contrast, employers have several significant advantages over the individual market. First, employees can pay for employer-provided coverage with tax-free dollars, lowering the effective price of such coverage.73 By lowering the price of coverage, the tax benefit helps to get low-risk individuals into the group of insureds, thereby bringing the risk level of the group down and further lowering costs compared to the individual market.74 Second, employers, particularly large employers, enjoy significant economies of scale and have much lower overhead costs than individual health insurance providers, again lowering the price of coverage compared to the individual market. And finally, large employers benefit from the law of large numbers, which ensures that their group of insured individuals, which was formed for reasons unrelated to health insurance purchase, will have average risk levels—unlike individual insurance markets which often have a riskier-than-average group of insureds.

In addition to the better market conditions associated with group coverage, there are also human resource motivations associated with offering health coverage. Employers who offer health insurance have the benefit of knowing that ill employees (and usually their family members) will be able to access needed medical care, thereby reducing absenteeism and other

74. See Amy B. Monahan, The Complex Relationship Between Taxes and Health Insurance, in BEYOND ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY IN UNITED STATES TAX LAW 137, 146-47 (David A. Brennen et al., eds., 2013).
related issues that can affect an employer’s workforce. And like retirement plans, health plans are a way for employers to compete for desired employees in a tight labor market, particularly given the fact that employer-provided coverage has advantages that are unavailable to individuals purchasing coverage on their own.

While employer plans have been a significant source of health insurance for working Americans for many decades, how employers choose to structure their plans has changed in ways that are significant from a risk perspective. Historically, health insurance in this country was based on fee-for-service reimbursement. If a covered individual incurred a covered expense, the plan paid the provider for the service performed. The problem with this structure is that it potentially leads to the overutilization of medical services, driven by providers who stand to earn more money the more services they perform. As a result, a movement toward managed care plans began in the 1980s. Under managed care plans, financing and delivery are integrated and participating providers face various financial incentives to limit the amount of care provided. While managed care plans gained significant market share in the 1990s, a backlash against managed care plans has since decreased their popularity. Managed care plans that gave doctors incentives to withhold care created a conflict between doctor and patient that was not popular. As a result, most employers that currently offer health plans offer hybrid plans (such as Preferred Provider Organizations or Point of Service plans) that share certain features of managed care plans, but also give patients greater flexibility to receive care without a physician-gatekeeper controlling access. In recent years, in an effort to better address cost containment, so-called consumer-driven health

76. See id.
79. Id at 288.
81. See McLean & Richards, supra note 78, at 297-98.
83. See id.
plans have gained popularity. Consumer-driven plans aim to give patients a financial incentive to make optimal medical consumption decisions and take better care of themselves by allowing them to share in the savings of declining unnecessary care or using lower-cost providers. Because participants in consumer-driven health plans typically bear a larger percentage of their health care costs than do participants in traditional health plans, the shift from fee-for-service health plans to consumer-driven health plans has been analogized to the shift from defined benefit to defined contribution plans, as both can be characterized as shifting risk from employer to employee.

A. A Brief Taxonomy of Health Insurance-Related Risks

When people think about risk in the context of health insurance, they often think only of the risk of being uninsured. The risks involved are not so simple, however. To be sure, being uninsured against medical expenses is risky. Given the significant cost of medical care, and the difficulty of predicting when and to what extent an individual will need such care, being uninsured subjects an individual to dangerous levels of risk. If the individual is uninsured and needs medical care, the individual may face either a lack of care (because the provider will not provide the services without upfront payment) or financial devastation (being forced into bankruptcy when unable to pay for necessary medical services that have been provided). However, as we will see below, these risks can also affect those with health insurance.

Health insurance does not guarantee that a covered individual is fully protected against risk. Health insurance contracts do not cover every possible medical treatment nor every available medical provider. In addition, most health insurance contracts impose some type of cost sharing, meaning that the covered individual must contribute toward the cost of care through deductibles, co-payments, and co-insurance requirements. As a result, even insured individuals face both access to care risk and financial risk. If an individual’s health insurance contract does not cover desired medical care, and the individual does not have the means to pay for such care directly, she may not be able to access the care. In addition, even where the pro-
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87. See, e.g., Monahan, supra note 82, at 843-47; Zelinsky, supra note 10, at 508-09.
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provider does not demand upfront payment and the individual is therefore able to receive the desired care, the individual may still face financial devastation when the provider attempts to collect the bill. Similarly, even where an insured individual has health insurance that covers the medical care received by the individual, if the cost sharing requirements are unaffordable, the individual may again face significant financial risk. In other words, even those with health insurance may have incomplete coverage and therefore be subject to the same types of risks as the uninsured.

Finally, underlying all of these risks is what I will refer to as medical risk—the risk of an individual experiencing health problems. Ideally, health insurance would help lessen this risk, by encouraging health-improving behaviors, but of course, it does not always do so. In fact, the risk of poor health may (and I emphasize may) be exacerbated by health insurance coverage that insulates individuals from the financial cost of poor health. That is, adequate health insurance may have the perverse effect of discouraging individuals from safeguarding their health.

**B. How Effective Are Employers at Controlling Health Risks?**

Health risks are even more complex than retirement risks. An individual saving for retirement has a relatively simple goal: to save sufficient capital to produce the income stream the individual has calculated is necessary to support the desired retirement. The planning process is imperfect and uncertain, to be sure, but not nearly as difficult as controlling risk in the health context. An individual who wants to protect against health risks is protecting against a very uncertain risk. No individual knows exactly what health services he or she will require or desire in the future, or which provider will be ideal for those uncertain services. While one might assume that this uncertainty is easily dealt with by purchasing insurance that broadly protects against all health risks, such coverage is in practice not available. Health insurance contracts do not (and arguably, cannot) spell

---
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out precisely what will be covered and what will not be. As a result, individuals are attempting to protect against unknown risk through uncertain contracts.

In terms of controlling risk, perhaps the most significant difference between employer health plans and employer 401(k) plan is that retirement savings can be very effectively individualized. In a 401(k) plan, the employer can set defaults that are appropriate for most participants, while allowing any individual that desires a different savings strategy to make a different decision. That dynamic is absent in employer health plans, where, at best, an employee may have a choice from a small menu of plan options. While there may be some plan choice, generally there is no ability to customize a plan. If an employer offers plans that all have a $1,000 deductible, and an employee cannot afford $1,000 in medical expenses, there is no way for the employee to elect a lower deductible within the employer plan, nor can she easily access alternative private coverage in most states. In other words, for health plans it is not defaults that matter. It is the plan design that matters. Employers must get this right or their employees could be subject to significant financial, access, and medical risks.

The fact that health needs and preferences are so individualized makes it difficult to evaluate how well employers protect employees from health risks. It is therefore helpful to think through how employers make decisions in the health plan context. One health economist has offered the following simplified overview of the employer-employee dynamic when it comes to health plans, “each employer picks the policy the ‘decisive worker’ in their firm would want, given the full net (of tax-subsidy) cost of the benefit; workers then make choices across firms” in order to find an employer that provides the desired health plan and compensation package. Assuming this model is generally accurate, firms would design plans to appeal to that elusive “decisive worker,” and prospective employees who find the health plan, in combination with all other aspects of the job and compensation, unattractive will seek work elsewhere. The result, even if we assume full information regarding health plans, is that employer plans are unlikely to satisfy all employee preferences, and dissatisfied employees may not necessarily switch employers to compensate, as they must take into account all other aspects of the job and compensation package. The theory therefore presents the possibility that labor market pressures will not automatically

92. See Clark C. Havighurst, Health Care Choices 14-15 (1995) (explaining that “under the health care contract we use today, the nature, quality, and precise content of services to be provided in the future are generally not defined to any appreciable degree in the contract itself”).

result in employer health plans that adequately protect employees from the risks identified.

Relatively few empirical studies examine how this economic model plays out in practice.94 Instead, we are left to infer how well employers do at protecting employees against risk by examining various second-best indictors. First, among all firms in private industry, just 60% offered health benefits to employees in 2012,95 leaving a large number of employees potentially subject to each of the health insurance risks. Only 72% of those offered medical coverage accept it, resulting in 51% of private industry workers covered by their employer’s plan.96 This relatively low acceptance rate suggests that employer plans may not satisfy the preferences of employees, but that is a tentative conclusion at best, and tells us little about why individuals decline offered insurance. Surveys of employees who remain uninsured after declining employer-provided coverage cite cost as the primary reason for declining coverage.97 Very few respondents indicated that the reason they decline insurance was that they did not need it.98 These findings tentatively suggest that employer coverage does not satisfy all employees’ preferences – hardly a surprising finding – but also that those who remain uninsured may face significant financial and access risks as a result. After all, if subsidized premiums are unaffordable, it is highly likely that actual medical care would be unaffordable as well.

Employee preferences are easier to satisfy where the employer offers employees a choice of plans. However, 82% of firms that offer health benefits offer employees only a single plan, although over half of all workers have a choice of health plans.99 This results in a sizeable portion of the employee population having only a single “take it or leave it” health plan

94. See, e.g., M. Kate Bundorf, Employee Demand for Health Insurance and Employer Health Plan Choices, 21 J. HEALTH ECON. 65 (2002); Michael Chernew et al., Quality and Employers’ Choice of Health Plans, 23 J. HEALTH ECON. 471 (2004) (presenting some evidence that employers are responsive to employee health plan preferences).
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option, and increases the likelihood that some employees will continue to face health-insurance related risks even if they have coverage.

It is also important to note that employer plans often impose significant financial burdens on participants. Although premiums tend to be heavily subsidized by employers, out-of-pocket cost sharing—in the form of deductibles, co-payments and co-insurance—can be significant. For example, while some employer plans, particularly HMOs, do not impose an annual deductible, among those plans that do, the average deductible for single coverage ranges from $691 in HMO plans to $2,086 in high-deductible health plans. These numbers are significantly higher for family coverage. High out-of-pocket costs can and do cause financial distress and, in some cases, bankruptcy, particularly for those in low-income groups. In addition, the out-of-pocket cost of care, even for those with insurance, may be significant enough that insured individuals either delay or do not receive needed medical care. One survey found that 17% of individuals with private health insurance coverage either delayed health care or did not receive needed health care, with the majority of such individuals citing cost as the reason for the delayed or unmet care need. While not definitive, these findings suggest significant risk is present even where an employee receives coverage through an employer.

One final indicator of how well employers do at designing health plans that protect employees is employee satisfaction surveys – again an imperfect barometer. One recent survey found that employee satisfaction is relatively low, but varies significantly by plan type. For example, 57% of participants in traditional employer health plans were extremely or very satisfied with their plan, while that number was 37% for participants in a
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The percentage of individuals who report being extremely or very likely to stay with their current plan if they had the opportunity to change tracks very closely to the satisfaction numbers just given. While it is clear that a significant number of employees are not satisfied with the coverage they receive from their employer, it is difficult to conclude from these data whether employer plans adequately protect employees from the various health risks. Employees may be unsatisfied with their health plans because they leave them vulnerable, or they may be dissatisfied simply because health plans and health care is expensive. What is easier to conclude is that for most individuals, if their employer plan is inadequate, they are unlikely to find better coverage elsewhere.

One area where employers appear to be doing fairly well is with respect to helping employees control actual medical risks. Health insurance is often theorized to increase the likelihood of individuals developing medical problems, simply because the financial cost of the medical problem is borne by the insurer, not the individual. Employers, however, often have an interest in minimizing employee medical risks, not only to control costs, but also to reduce absenteeism. Large employers have been in the vanguard with respect to health plan designs aimed to encourage the use of highly-effective care and to discourage the use of less-effective care, through what is known as value-based insurance design. While this innovation has not yet become commonly adopted, having employers engage in such experimentation allows others to learn about optimal plan design. One innovation that has become widespread among employers is the use of wellness plans to promote employee health. Of those firms offering health insurance to employees, 63% offer some form of wellness plan, with large firms being much more likely to offer such plans than are small firms. While there is concern that wellness plans may end up discriminating against the sick and low-income, studies have found that employer wellness plans can reduce
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both health care costs and absenteeism, providing at least superficial evidence that employers may, in this area, be meaningfully mitigating health risks.

III. Why Don’t Employers Do a Better Job Protecting Employees’ Health and Retirement Security?

The reasons that employers fail to provide optimal defined contribution plans and health plans are likely numerous. First, many employers are simply ill-equipped for the complex task of designing and implementing health and retirement plans. While large corporations easily and often expertly handle these complex design decisions, smaller firms simply do not have the expertise or resources to adopt a plan, let alone an optimal plan. Even for those employers that make the decision and devote the resources necessary to sponsor a plan, the employers do not necessarily have the right incentives when it comes to structuring employee benefit plans. Given how often Americans change jobs, employers do not necessarily need to appeal to the long-term interests of their employees in order to attract and retain desired workers. Moreover, most employees likely do not pay enough attention to the intricacies of employee benefit plan details to create any type of labor market pressure to change employer behavior. Employees are likely to focus on highly salient features, such as whether an employer offers a retirement or health plan at all, whether the retirement plan offers a matching contribution, and what premiums and out-of-pocket expenses are in the health plan. Employees are unlikely to scrutinize less noticeable plan features, like whether the retirement plan utilizes automatic enrollment or quality investments, and whether the health plan covers specific treatments or utilizes quality providers.

In practice, employers likely differ significantly in their ability to provide risk-reducing employee benefit plans. The largest employers, with large and sophisticated human resources departments that work with expert consultants, are certainly more likely to offer benefit plans in the first place, but also to thoughtfully design their plans in ways that minimize risk. For example, these employers can pay attention to employee de-
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mographics when deciding the level of cost sharing that is appropriate for their employee population, in order to ensure that health plan deductibles and co-insurance levels do not prevent employees from accessing needed care. They can also structure sophisticated wellness plans, often using their own health plan claims data, to meaningfully improve employee health.

Smaller employers live in a much different world. These employers often have limited human resource departments that may not have a dedicated benefits staff. When it comes to establishing a retirement plan, these employers typically adopt what is known as a “prototype” 401(k) plan – a standard plan offered by a plan administrator. To establish the plan, the employer simply signs an adoption agreement that requires the employer to check off plan design features on a checklist a few pages in length. These plans both constrain employer choices and do not typically involve detailed plan design study on the part of the employer. In addition, many of the plan design choices an employer makes end up being driven by cost. An employer may select a 401(k) plan administrator, and 401(k) plan investment options based on which company will provide them with the lowest out-of-pocket costs, not which will deliver the most retirement security to participants.115 And because participants tend not to pay attention to these plan details, employers do not feel much pressure to make different choices. While regulators could lessen or eliminate these risks by directly regulating plan structure, they have not yet chosen to do so.

When it comes to health plans, small employers often rely on an insurance broker to suggest plans for them.116 Because the product the employer is purchasing is an off-the-shelf product, limited design choices can be made, and again it is unlikely that the employer would undertake a detailed plan design study to inform their available choices. Employers are unlikely to change this method of selecting health plans, given that employees are likely to focus primarily on premium level and cost-sharing requirements.117
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IV. USING LAW TO MITIGATE EMPLOYERS AS RISKS

A. Retirement Risks

Given the rather stark evidence that employers in many cases fail to offer their employees any retirement plan, or offer them a plan that is not designed to protect against retirement savings risks, there is a significant role for law to play in mitigating employers and their choices as sources of retirement savings risks to their employees. Command and control regulation would offer the most straightforward method of addressing the risks resulting from poor employer decisions. Congress could simply require employers to offer a 401(k) plan, and require that plan to meet very specific parameters. Of course, it is highly unlikely that Congress would do so. There are real costs to businesses to establish and maintain a retirement plan, and there likely is not the political will to force employers to do so. Nevertheless, while we may be unwilling to require employers to provide retirement savings plan, we could change federal law to make tax-favored retirement savings vehicles universally available.118

There is also much room for improvement in how we regulate the 401(k) plans that already exist. When it comes to participant-directed retirement savings, we have strong evidence of suboptimal decision-making on the part of participants, as well as evidence that merely changing the defaults to favor plan participation at an adequate rate dramatically improves savings. We also know that the investment menu and investment fees are critical to retirement savings success. Requiring employers to adopt plan designs that default participants into appropriate savings rates, appropriate investments, and appropriate distribution forms will likely go a long way toward improving retirement security for many Americans. And while the default choices might not be optimal for everyone, the fact that they are merely defaults should lessen their impact on those who make rational decisions that differ from the default. The retirement plan world has changed dramatically in the last several decades. It is time for the law to catch up.

B. Health Risks

Because health risks vary so significantly among individuals, it is harder to come up with a legal prescription for health risks. Law could require employers to provide health plans, could regulate the type of health
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plan to be offered, and could require the use of incentives to promote healthy behavior. But unlike retirement savings, which has fairly universal rules-of-thumb, and an easy way to accommodate individual choice, it is hard to come up with blanket recommendations with respect to controlling health risks. The ACA, however, provides a unique example of using law to mitigate employer choices that may subject employees to significant health risks, in a manner that largely preserves individual choice.

First, the ACA provides a financial incentive for most employers to offer health insurance to their employees. For various reasons, this so-called employer mandate is unlikely to cause many employers that had not previously provided a health plan to begin doing so. However, the ACA does greatly impact the employer market by, for the first time, offering a viable alternative to such coverage. Beginning in 2014, if an individual’s employer either does not offer a plan, or offers a plan does not meet the employee’s preferences, she should be able to select from a wide range of coverage on the health insurance exchange in her state. A variety of premiums, cost-sharing levels and networks should be available to allow an individual to control adequately many of the risks described above.

An open question is whether these newly created individual markets will in reality function to allow individuals to better control their health risks. While it is true that we would expect a wide variety of plans to be available, individuals may still struggle with the complex decision of choosing the appropriate plan.119 Not only does choosing a health plan involve a large number of variables, health risks themselves are unpredictable and many factors such as quality are difficult for consumers to observe.120 However, the ACA does contain some provisions that should improve consumer decision-making. The ACA requires all plans sold in the individual and small group markets to cover the same minimum package of benefits (referred to as “essential health benefits”),121 thus eliminating potentially significant variation among plans with respect to what medical services they cover. The ACA also requires all plans sold on the individual market to provide a concise “summary of benefits and coverage” that contains basic coverage terms as well as examples of how various common expenses would be covered by the plan. These uniform coverage provisions and consumer-friendly and concise disclosures should simplify a consumer’s plan decision-making.
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The ACA is not perfect, however. Plans offered in the individual market are unlikely to offer a wide choice with respect to the medical services covered by the plans. While all plans will be required to offer “essential health benefits,” it is unlikely that any plans will voluntarily offer benefits in excess of those mandated essential benefits. As a result, if an individual requires medical treatment that is not considered an essential health benefit, she is likely to find that insurance coverage for that treatment is not available, thereby continuing to subject her to significant risk.

Financial shock risks should be able to be better controlled once the ACA’s reforms take effect in 2014, because individuals will have the ability to choose plans with varying levels of cost sharing. For example, if an employer offered an employee a single health plan option with a deductible of $2,000 that was unaffordable for that employee, he or she will be able to go to the exchange and find a plan with a significantly lower deductible. This assumes, of course, that the individual will be able to afford the premium associated with the lower-deductible plan.

While the ACA contains subsidies for low- and moderate-income individuals to purchase health insurance, 122 affordability will undoubtedly remain an issue for some individuals. As a result, even if a plan were available that would adequately protect an individual against various health risks, that individual may be unable to afford such coverage. Compounding this problem is the fact that an individual can only purchase health insurance coverage on a tax-free basis through an employer. 123 If an individual must rely on the exchange to receive adequate health insurance coverage, she would have to pay for that coverage with after-tax dollars in most cases.

One risk that the ACA arguably will not help mitigate is medical risk. This is one area where employers may have a distinct advantage over insurers. Given that an individual may easily change insurance carriers every year, insurers likely do not have a significant financial motivation to create rewards for policyholders who engage in health-promoting behavior that may not pay off until years in the future. Employers, on the other hand, are likely to have longer time horizons to work with, and may therefore have an incentive to create long-term wellness programs aimed at improving employee health. Employers are also likely to benefit from such health improvements in ways other than reducing direct health care costs, thus further encouraging the formation of wellness programs. These programs

are not without their downsides – they can in the worst cases act as a form of discrimination against the sick or poor – but well-structured programs can provide a meaningful improvement in controlling medical risks.124

It may be tempting to conclude that many employers should simply get out of the employee health care business once the ACA’s major reforms take effect in 2014, but that is not necessarily the case. Employers still have an important role to play in helping employees control health risks. Employers, if they are thoughtful about health plan design, may be able to put together a plan that better meets the needs of its employees than do available plans on the individual market. In addition, employers are able to facilitate pre-tax purchasing of insurance, which can help make health coverage more affordable for many individuals. And finally, an employer has a different relationship to covered employees than does an insurance company. Employers have longer-term interests and an interest in keeping employees healthy that extends beyond mere direct health expenditures. We would do well to encourage employers to capitalize on that interest to create health-promoting incentives. But the good news is that, regardless of what employers do post-ACA, employees will no longer be put at significant risk if their employer fails to offer a plan, or offers a plan that fails to meet the employees’ needs. Indeed, individual plans in the state exchanges will effectively act as competition against employer plans. Well-designed employer plans should continue to enjoy success with employees, while poorly designed plans are likely to see their enrollment dwindle as employees move to more attractive options. There is tremendous potential for the ACA to make meaningful changes to how health insurance is provided in this country, but we must continue to monitor health risks and be willing to make changes to the law as circumstances require.

CONCLUSION

The ACA will fundamentally change the role of employers in ensuring health security for most Americans. It will do so not by removing employers from their historic role, but rather by providing, for the first time, a real option for individuals whose employers do not offer attractive, affordable coverage. No longer will employees be solely dependent on the luck of
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having a sophisticated employer that thoughtfully designs health plan coverage options.

We still have work to do in this regard when it comes to retirement plans. If an employer fails to offer a retirement plan, or offers a retirement plan that has poor investment choices, high fees, or inadequate defaults, an employee typically lacks non-employer alternatives. The law can and should do a much better job of controlling employers as risks in the retirement plan context.